A class of degenerate second order stoch~tlc PDE is cousldered, for which a representation result in terms of stochastic characteristics h~ been proved by and Kunita [3, 4] . An example of a stochastic PDE in this class has been exhibited in FlorclfingerLeGland [1] as the result of a Trotter-like product formula for the Zakai equation of diffusion processes observed in correlated noise. Particle approximations are introduced for this class of stochastic PDE, and error estimates are provided which extend the results of Raviart [6] on first order deterministic PDE.
Introduction
Consider tile following stochastic differential equation [dW, -e(X,) all, (1.1) where {W~, l > 0} is a d-dimenslonal staHdard Wiener process, and the associated stochastic flow of diffeomorphisms {~,.t('), 0 < s < t}, and define -'z0,~(x) exp C" Because of the relation a = a a" between coefficients of higher order partial derivatives in operators L and Bk, equation (1.2) is a degenerate second order stochastic PDE or equivalently, after transformation into Stratonovich form, a first order stochastic PDE. Existence and representation results have been obtained by Kunita [4] for (generally nonlinear) first order stochastic PDE, based on the notion of stochastic characteristics.
dX, = b( X,) at + a(X,)
In a previous work [1] , tile Zakai equation for the nonlinear filtering of diffusion processes observed in correlated noise has been considered. A decomposition of the Zakai equation has been introduced, exhibiting a degenerate second order stochastic PDE similar to (1.2) in the correction step. In addition, a time discretization scheme has been proposed for this degenerate second order stochastic PDE, with rate of convergence of order V~, where g is tile time step.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a discretization scheme of the degenerate second order stochastic PDE (1.2) with respect to the space variable x E R '~. This approximation relies on the representation of the solution in terms of stochastic characteristics, and approximation of the initial condition by a convex linear combination of Dirac masses. This kind of aproximation is called a particle approzimation, see Raviart [6] .
More specifically, for any probability measure tt(dx) on R m, define the transformed measure Qt l'(dx) by (Qt #, ~b) = f ¢(~0.,(x)) E0,t(x) #(dx), (1.3) for any test function ~b, or equivalently Q, ~,(A) = f~z.~c,~} zo.,(x) t,(dx). 1:3 Assume that the original measure #(dx) has a density q(z) with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R', i.e. tt(dr) = q(x) dr. Then, tile transformed measure Qt/~(dx) has itself a density qt(x) which satisfies qtC~o,,Cx))" So,,(z) = ~o,,(z)" qCr), or in integrated form
llere, Jo,t(') is the Jacobian (i.e. tile determinant of the Jacobian matrix) of the stochastic flow ~0,t(').
In addition, the density q4(x) solves the degenerate second order stochastic PDE • e has bounded derivatives up to order n.
Then ~,,t(') is a C"-diffeomorphism in R m. In addition, the following estimates hold for all p >_ 1
Restricting to compact sets of R", it is possible to invert the supremum and the mathematical expectation in the estimates above, see the Corollary 4.6.7 of Kunlta [5] For all n > 0, p > 1, let W "'v =_ W",P(R") denote the space of real-valued Lebesgue-measurable functions on R" whose generalized derivatives up to order n are integrable in p-mean, and define the corresponding norm I1" I1-,~ and semi-norm 1.1,,, by where In denotes the set of pairs (a, fl) of multi-indices such that ]a] + I/?t < n, and X~d(') are random fields involving the derivatives of (o,t(') and Eo,t(-) up to order n. Using back and forth the changes of variable induced by the differomorphisms (o,t(') and ~ff)(-), and the HSlder inequality, gives The main result of this section is the following theorem, which is an extension of the Theorem 4.2 in [6] , to the case of first order stochastic PDE.
Theorem 2.2 Let n > m be fixed. Assume thai • the cut-off function ~ satisfies (i)-(iii) for some k > 2, and ~ E W n'l, • b, a, e and e have bounded derivatives up to order (g+ 1), . the initial condition satisfies qo E W e'p,
where/~ = max(k, n). Then I E LP and in addition
Using hack and forth the changes of variable induced by the differomorphisms ~to,t(-) and 3 Adapted particle approximation Another possible approximation is to consider a partition {B i , i 6 I} of R r~, and to define the following particle approximation for tile probability me~ure i,(dx) On the other hand, if the partition {Bi, i E I} has to be chosen so as to make the quadrature error as small as possible, then estimate (A.5) can be used to derive the following criterion This criterion based on equidislribution of the local quadrature error, has the following interesting property
• a set with a large mass, will be split into some smaller subsets,
• conversely, nelghbouring sets with small masses, will be packed together into one single set.
